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Participating Firms’ Profile
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Methodology

A total of 299 online interviews were conducted among 
qualified small Digital Marketing agency representatives 
receiving an invitation to participate

Surveys were completed between June 8 – July 2, 2012

The survey included 125 questions touching on a variety of 
aspects related to their business
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Firm and Respondent Profile

• Responding agencies are nationally representative

• Firms range from start-up to most established firms dating back to 
the early 1900s; however, most were founded in the last thirty years

• 20% founded in the 80s
• 30% founded in the 90s
• 42% founded in the 00s

• Most of the respondents are owners                                                      
of the firm

Represents questions 4-6

Owner

Principal

Management

Employee

Other 3%

4%

10%

17%

69%

Role
Base=299 answering
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Firm and Respondent Profile

• Respondents report their firms having between 2 and 20 employees 
(with three out of ten falling in the 2-5 employee range)

• 44% have one employee dedicated strictly to web and IT work with 
another 38% assigning between                                                         
2-5 employees to this same purpose

• Most firms generally have one                                                            
full time sales person as well.

Represents questions 
7, 99, 115

Note:  Numbers may 
not add to 100% due 
to rounding

Fewer than 2
2 to 5

5 to 10
10 to 20
20 to 35
35 to 50

50+ 4%
4%

10%
19%
21%

29%
13%

Number Employees
Base=299 answering

One 2 to 5 5 to 10 10+

9%9%

38%
44%

Employees Dedicated to Web/IT
Base=227 answering

One Fewer than 3 Fewer than 5 More than 5

1%2%
20%

76%
Full Time Sales People

Base=211 answering
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Firm and Respondent Profile

• The majority of firms also work with 
outside development partners for 
web work

• As one might expect, the larger the 
employee population, the less likely 
the firm is to work with outside 
partners

Represents questions 7, 99, 100
*Caution:  extremely small sample size

Fewer than 2* 2 to 5 5 to 10 10 to 20 20 to 35* 35 to 50* 50+*

4%3%
8%

18%
22%

31%

13%

One 2 to 5 5 to 10* 10+*

4%7%

38%
51%

No
22%

Yes
78%

Work with Outside Partners
Base=235 answering

% Working with Outside Partners
Among Number Employees

% Working with Outside Partners 
among Number of Employees Dedicated to Web/IT
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Firm and Respondent Profile

• Of course, some mention that a big struggle for them in web 
development is working with partners.  Identifying the right 
partner can be difficult in addition to their reliability, 
performance, and cost once they are onboard.

Represents questions 100, 108

No
22%

Yes
78%

Work with Outside Partners
Base=235 answering

Reliable partners

Managing development partners for high 
quality IT

Finding good web development partners

Finding solid, reasonably-priced 
developers with follow-through.

Affordable development partners

The cost of outsourcing it, and not 
having someone on hand to do it
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Firm’s Website Development Profile

• Most firms are building 10 or fewer websites each year with the 
average budget ranging between $10K and $25K.  However, a quarter 
work on less expensive client sites (less than $10K) while another 
quarter may be slightly higher, between $25K and $50K.  Regardless, 
there a significantly fewer jobs billed in excess of $50K.

• Agencies predict that more than half of the sites built this year will 
feature responsive design.

Represents questions 103-105
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

1 to 5

5 to 10

10 to 20

20 + 10%

20%

33%

38%

Number Websites 
Built Each Year

Base=236 answering

Less than $10K

$10-25K

$25-50K

$50-100K

$100-250K

$250K+ 2%

5%

12%

24%

32%

25%

Budget for Website 
Development

Base=234 answering

None

Fewer than 5%

5 to 10%

10 to 25%

25 to 50%

50%+ 33%

14%

15%

11%

15%

11%

% Featuring
 Responsive Design
Base=231 answering



Summary and Conclusions
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Summary and Conclusions
The business landscape is positive as a result of a profitable year

Small agencies report less than $1MM in sales with digital projects 
representing a good portion of the work.  Last year was a profitable year 
for the majority of firms and as a result, their overall outlook is very 
positive – both for business and the economy.
Digital projects seem to be a growing part of small agencies’ business 
when reflecting on the past few years.

Firms place emphasis on their websites and consider it a lead generator
Firms consider their websites to be a crucial part of their overall 
marketing plan and rely on it for prospective leads.  There is little 
solicitation of new business as it seems to be incoming as a result of their 
marketing efforts.

Room for improvement on firms’ websites and mobile applications
There is an opportunity to improve on the firms’ websites as there 
appears to be some dissatisfaction with the current version.  The sites 
could be better optimized for search engines and seem to be lagging on 
mobile application.
Furthermore, onsite blogs seem to experience long periods of dormancy – 
another area worth focusing on.
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Summary and Conclusions
Potential challenge for firms is establishing value for clients

Although inferred from open ended comments (non-scientific), some 
express an ongoing challenge related to getting their clients to 
understand the value brought forth and the benefits they would enjoy.  

Outsourcing very common for small agencies but a struggle at the same 
time

Working with partners occurs regularly but sourcing seems to be an 
ongoing problem in addition to maintaining quality standards of work 
and reliability while being affordable for the firm.  

Active engagement in social media does not always translate into a 
formalized strategy

The vast majority of firms participate in or are a part of social media 
sites with LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, and Pinterest being most 
popular.  However, despite finding these sites valuable, only half have 
a formal social media strategy in place.
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Summary and Conclusions
Other marketing efforts employed to a lesser extent

Additional marketing efforts for firms’ promotions include drafting 
of case studies, newsletters and video creation with significantly less 
involvement in webinars and podcast.  Many are also participating in 
public speaking to further boost business among a largely 
prospective filled audience.



Detailed Findings
Firms’ Economic State and Outlook
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Firm’s Billing and Digital Work Profile

• Half of participating agencies report sales at less than $1MM last year.  
• Digital projects currently represent between 20-50% for one-third 

and more than 50% of billings for nearly another third.  However, 
most firms report the amount of digital work as a portion of their 
overall billings has steadily increased over the past five years

Represents questions 8, 12, 101, 102
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

Less than $1MM

$1-2.5MM

$2.5-5MM

$5-10MM

$10MM+ 5%

7%

14%

24%

50%

2011 Billings
Base=292 answering

% Representing Digital Work
Base=240 answering

Less than 5% 10%
5-10%   11%
10-20%  15%
20-30%  15%
30-50%  18%
More than 50% 31%

82% report the amount 
of digital work as a 
portion of their overall 
billings has steadily 
increased over the past 
five years

60% do not have a single client representing more 
than 25% of overall billings

Client Concentration Base=299 answering
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Business and Economic Outlook

The best billing year is reported to be 2011 (mode calculation) and 
was consequently the most profitable.  Most feel that business is 
improving despite a more neutral economic outlook by 
comparison.

Represents questions 16-19
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

No
24%

Yes
76%

Highest Total 
Billings Year 

Also Most Profitable
Base=299 answering

64%   Improving

27%        Flat

9%      Declining

Outlook on 
Business
Base=299 
answering

48%

41%

12%

Outlook on 
Economy
Base=299 
answering

Highest Billing 
Year

Base=299 
answering

2007

2009

2011

Mean
The average taken after 

summing data and dividing by 
the number of respondents

Mode
The number occurring most 

often in the data set

Median
The number in the middle of the 

data set after ordering



Detailed Findings
Agency Website Evaluation
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Website Goals and Inclusions

The majority consider the site as a integral part of the marketing plan 
with the focus being on generating qualified leads.  To assist in this 
effort, additional calls to action are included (outside of traditional 
‘contact us’).  Most also include pricing on their site.

Represents questions 21, 26, 31, 32
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

No
20% Yes

80%

Includes Pricing
Base=262 answering

No
9%

Yes
91%

Includes Calls to Action 
(other than contact us)

Base=262 answering

Primary Goal of Website
Base=266 answering

To generate qualified leads

To be a brochure for firm

To raise awareness for firm

To prove existance 3%

26%

26%

44%

Part of Marketing Plan Base=262 answering

94% see their site as an integral part 
of the marketing plan

The goal is to get visitors 
to our site who actually 
care about what we offer 
and will want to be there.
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Satisfaction with Website and Updates

• Although the website is viewed as an important part of firms’ marketing 
effort, nearly six out of ten firms are not satisfied with their current site.  

• Satisfaction and strongly correlated with the age of the firm’s site
• Updates occur frequently with nearly a third updating as often as weekly 

and another third updating monthly.  Updates are even more frequent when 
firms have an employee that manages content strategy.

No
59%

Yes
41%

Frequency of Updates

Represents questions 20, 22, 27, 45
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding
*Caution: extremely small sample size

Satisfied with 
Current Site
Base=255 
answering

Weekly

Monthly

Quarterly

Annually 6%

11%

36%

47%

14%

22%

34%

31%

Total (Base=264 answering)
Firms with Employee that Manages 
Content Strategy (Base=141)

Among those with a new site 
(<1 year), 69% are satisfied.  
Among those with a more dated 
site (5+ years*), 12% are 
satisfied
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Website Optimization and Mobile Capabilities

Just over half feel their site is well optimized as 
their site is being found equally from branded 
and unbranded searches.  However, optimization 
is weaker for mobile devices and the majority do 
not have a separate mobile version.

No
49%

Yes
51%

Optimized for
Search Engines
Base=261 answering

Represents questions 35-39

Found through 
Keywords  
Base=255 answering

49% Branded 
51% Un-
branded 

No
63%

Yes
37%

Optimized for 
Mobile Devices

Base=258 answering

No
86%

Yes
14%

Separate Mobile 
Version of Site

Base=261 answering

No
59%

Yes
41%

Site Adapts to 
Requesting 

Device’s Screen
Base=256 answering
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Website Testing

• The majority do not do any A/B or usability testing on 
their website.  

• However, among those that do usability testing, it is 
traditionally done in-house.*

No
79%

Yes
21%

Usability Testing
Base=256 answering

No
90%

Yes
10%

A/B Testing
Base=254 answering

Represents questions 42, 43
* Open ended data un-coded but is available in a 
separate Excel file
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Website Content

• Almost six out of ten reporting having an active on-site content 
strategy.

• About the same amount have an employee that is 
responsible for website content.

• However, less than half maintain an editorial calendar on their 
site.

Represents questions 44-46

No
42%

Yes
58%

Active On-site 
Content Strategy

Base=234 answering

No
41%

Yes
59%

Employee Responsible
For Content Management

Base=240 answering

No
60%

Yes
40%

Maintain an 
Editorial Calendar

Base=240 answering
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Website Traffic and Conversion

Two-thirds of firms have less than one thousand visitors per 
month.  The majority convert five visitors or less each month 
via a form located on the website.

Represents questions 33, 34
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding
*Less than half of 1%

Fewer than 1K

1 to 5K

5 to 10K

10 to 20K

20 to 30K

More than 30K 0

0%

2%

5%

27%

66%

Unique Visitors Per Month
Base=253 answering

Fewer than 5

5 to 20

20 to 50

50 to 100

100 + 1%

0

2%

17%

79%

Monthly Conversion 
(by filling out form)
Base=254 answering
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Website Analytics

Generally, the website analytics are reviewed each month (with 
some reviewing it more or less often).  However, less than half 
claim to make decisions based on those analytics.

No
56%

Yes
44%

Make Decisions Based on Analytics
Base=257 answering

Represents questions 40, 41
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Quarterly

Annually 14%

20%

38%

22%

5%

Review Frequency of Analytics
Base=259 answering
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Plans for Website

Generally sites are between one and three years old and were built in-house 
by most, although nearly three in ten designed their current site in-house 
and then used a partner developer.  It is likely that the majority will develop 
their next version in-house and they do not plan on using flash.

Represents questions 22-25
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

No
19% Yes

81%

Next Version 
Built In-house
Base=265 answering

No
96%

Yes
4%

Plans to Use 
Flash
Base=262 answering

Age of Website 
(current version)
Base=264 answering

Less than 1 yr

1 to 3 yrs

3 to 5 yrs

5 to 7 yrs

7 yrs + 2%

4%

14%

45%

34%

Current Website Built
Base=265 answering

In-house: 62%
Designed in-house, partner developed: 29%
Designed by freelancer, partner developed: 4%
Designed and developed by another firm: 4%
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CMS Usage and Satisfaction

Approximately two-thirds of firms’ sites are powered by a 
CMS and they are generally happy with its performance.  
The most popular CMS used is WordPress.*

No
33% Yes

67%

Powered by a CMS
Base=261 answering

No
13%

Yes
87%

Satisfied with Current CMS
Base=144 using CMS & answering

Represents questions 28-30
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding
* Open ended data un-coded but is available in a separate Excel file

“WordPress… of course!”

“Virb, but the new one will be WordPress”
“New one being built in WordPress”



Detailed Findings
Agency Participation in Social Media
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Employing a Social Media Strategy

Half claim to have a social media strategy currently in place, 
while the balance may be active but do not classify the posts 
as a formal strategy.

50%
Have a Social Media Strategy

Base=229 answering

Use SM (social media) to engage, inform 
prospects and referrers about our expertise, 
and position our firm as experts in our area

Consistent posting of useful content with 
mentions to twitter and LinkedIn

We use social media to carry out a personality.  
We focus on showing people that we love what 

we do and that we have a unique way of 
handling stuff.

We use Facebook and our Blog to modernize 
our persona and strengthen perception of the 

firm as local marketing thought leaders

We use facebook and twitter to drive people to 
our site portfolio and blog

Represents question 79
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

50%
Do Not Have a Social Media Strategy
Base=229 answering

“We tweet our blog posts each week.  We try 
to tweet an interesting blog/article each day 
and (the) team contributes to (the) team 
twitter account.  I network and sell through 
Linkedin.  

Not exactly what you’d call at ‘strategy’ 
though.”

Expert 
Positioning

Support / 
Strengthen 
Image

Drive Traffic &
Prospective 
Business



Participation and usage for LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, and 
Pinterest is strongest among agencies.

LinkedIn  97%
Facebook  90%
Twitter  80%
Pinterest  74%
Foursquare  42%
Instagram  41%
Flicker   36%

29

Social Media Usage

Represents questions 80, 84, 88, 95
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LinkedIn

Nearly all respondents are on LinkedIn with the majority using it 
personally.  Almost seven in ten have a company page for their 
firm but it is not necessarily used for hiring as less than half have 
found or hired new employees from the site.

No
3%

Yes
97%

On LinkedIn
Base=245 answering

Represents questions 88, 89,91, 92
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

No
13% Yes

87%

Use Personally
Base=231 on LinkedIn 

& answered

No
31%

Yes
69%

Company Page
Base=230 on LinkedIn 

& answered

No
57%

Yes
43%

Used for Hiring
Base=227 on LinkedIn 

& answered
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LinkedIn

Although firms reporting being having adequate to dismal use of 
the CRM application, there is little usage of third party lead 
scoring and/or marketing automation applications.

No
15%

Yes
85%

Professional Group 
Involvement
Base=228 on LinkedIn 
& answered

Represents questions 90, 93-94
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

Fewer than 100

100 to 250

250 to 500

500 to 750

750 + 10%

18%

31%

34%

8%

Number of Connections
Base=229 on LinkedIn 

& answered

Valuable  Base=228 on LinkedIn & answered

87% find that using LinkedIn is valuable
• 39% valuable both personally and professionally
• 45% valuable professionally
• 4% valuable personally
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Facebook

The majority also use Facebook and have a page for the firm. 
Users connect with personal and professional contacts and find 
the site valuable for both uses.

Represents questions 84-87

No
10%

Yes
90%

On Facebook
Base=240 answering

No
30% Yes

70%

Used Personally & 
Professionally
Base=210 on Facebook & 
answered

Valuable  Base=210 using Twitter & answered

80% find that using Facebook is valuable
• 45% valuable both personally and professionally
• 20% valuable personally
• 15% valuable professionally

No
14%

Yes
86%

Page for Firm
Base=220 answering
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Twitter

The majority use Twitter through a dedicated firm account and 
tweet 10 times or less per week.  It’s a valuable media platform 
professionally and to a degree, personally.

No
20% Yes

80%

Use Twitter
Base=237 answering

Represents questions 80-83
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

No
9%

Yes
91%

Dedicated Account for Firm
Base=187 using Twitter & answered

Tweet Frequency (per week)
Base=187 using Twitter & answered

Fewer than 5 5 to 10 10 to 25 25 to 50 50 to 100 100 +

1%1%
8%12%

29%

49%

Valuable  Base=184 using Twitter & answered

75% find that using Twitter is valuable
• 33% valuable both personally and professionally
• 38% valuable professionally
• 4% valuable personally



Detailed Findings
Agency Involvement in Communication 
for Self Promotion
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Newsletters

Almost half of the agencies participating report writing and 
publishing a newsletter.  Among these publishers, the newsletters 
are distributed either monthly or quarterly.

No
52%

Yes
48%

Write/Publish Regularly
Base=243 answering

Represents questions 47-48
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

Weekly

Monthly

Quarterly

Annually 4%

36%

54%

6%

Newsletter Frequency
Base=117 writing newsletters & answered
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Newsletters

The newsletters are typically written with a word count 
between 500 and 1,000 and generally less than 500 people 
subscribe.

Represents questions 49-50
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

Fewer than 500

500 to 1,000

1,000 - 2,000

2,000 - 3,000

3,000 + 1%

4%

20%

47%

28%

Typical Word Count
Base=116 writing newsletters & answered

Number of Subscribers
Base=116 writing newsletters & answered

Fewer than 500

500 - 1,000

1,000 - 2,000

2,000 - 5,000

5,000 - 10,000

10,000 + 0%

3%

10%

17%

22%

47%
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Agency Blogs

The majority of agencies have a blog that is located onsite 
(website.com/blog).  Two-thirds admit experiencing periods of 
dormancy (defined as 2-4 weeks+).  However, less than a quarter 
report getting comments regularly on their blog posts.

No
30%

Yes
70%

Have a Blog
Base=245 
answering

Represents questions 51, 52, 54-56
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

Offsite
26%

Onsite
74%

Located On/Offsite
Base=171 with blog & 
answered

No
33%

Yes
67%

Blog Dormancy
Base=170 with blog & 
answered

No
77%

Yes
23%

Receive Regular 
Comments
Base=168 with blog & 
answered

When comments received on 
blog post, 88% report that they 
always reply
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Agency Blogs

Usually there are between two and five employees that contribute to 
the agencies’ blog and subscribers are similar to that of the 
newsletters being fewer than 500.

Represents questions 53, 57
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

One

2 to 5

5 to 10

10 to 20

20 + 1%

5%

12%

54%

28%

Number Employees Contributing
Base=171 with blog & answered

Number of Subscribers
Base=163 with blog & answered

Fewer than 500

500 - 1,000

1,000 - 2,000

2,000 - 5,000

5,000 - 10,000

10,000 + 0%

1%

0%

1%

8%

90%
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External Blogs

Nearly two-thirds read blogs regularly which include a lengthy 
list of unique blog sources.*  However, these readers do not 
typically post a comment.

No
36% Yes

64%

Read Blogs Regularly
Base=236 with blog & answered

Represents questions 96, 97
* Open ended data un-coded but is available in a separate Excel file

No
69%

Yes
31%

Regularly Comment
Base=147 with blog & answered
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Webinars

The large majority do not create webinars.  However, among the 
few that do, the frequency is somewhat varied and they are held 
potentially quarterly, bi-annually, or annually with 20-50 
participants in attendance.

No
88%

Yes
12%

Create Webinars
Base=242 answering

Represents questions 58-60
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding
* Caution: extremely small base size

Number of Attendees
Base=28* with webinars & answered

Fewer than 20

20 to 50

50 to 100

100 to 250

250 to 500

500 to 1,000

1,000 + 0%

3%

3%

7%

13%

53%

20%

Webinar Frequency
Base=28* with webinars & answered

Monthly: 14%
Quarterly: 28%
Bi-annually: 21%
Annually: 38%
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Email Lists and Blasts

Agencies report having less than 500 email addresses on their opt-
in lists.  When communicating via email, blasts are sent through a 
variety of software programs with MailChimp having a slight edge 
over Constant Contact or Campaign Monitor.

Represents questions 61, 62
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

Fewer than 500

500 to 1,000

1,000 to 2,000

2,000 to 5,000

5,000 to 10,000

10,000 + 1%

3%

7%

16%

24%

49%

Number of Emails on 
Opt-in Mailing List
Base=229 answering

Email Blast Software
Base=174 answering

MailChimp

Constant Contact

Campaign Monitor

MyEmma

Other 29%

19%

22%

24%

35%
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Videos and Podcast

Slightly less than half create videos.  Among video creators, the 
footage is usually prepared quarterly or bi-annually and is distributed 
via an online video service.

No
55%

Yes
45%

Create Videos
Base=246 answering

Represents questions 66-66
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

No
8%

Yes
92%

Online Video Service Used
To Distribute Content (i.e. 
YouTube)
Base=107 who create videos & answered

Create Podcast  
Base=247 answering

Video Frequency
Base=106 who create videos 
& answered

Monthly: 18%
Quarterly: 34%
Bi-annually: 29%
Annually: 19%

The vast majority do not create 
podcast (94% versus 6% that do)



Detailed Findings
Agency Positioning
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Writing Resource Documents

• More agencies are publishing case studies as opposed to whitepapers.  
• Only one in three write for industry resources.  However, among those 

that write, the frequency is quite varied and compensation is not 
typically involved.

Represents questions 67-71
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

No
60%

Yes
40%

Write Whitepapers
Base=241 answering

Offsite
39%

Onsite
61%

Publish Case Studies
Base=245 answering

No
71%

Yes
29%

Write for Industry 
Publications/Websites
Base=242 answering

Only 9% are actually compensated for their 
industry writing

Frequency
Base=70 who write for 
industry & answered

Monthly: 26%
Quarterly: 27%
Bi-annually: 21%
Annually: 26%

Compensation  Base=43 who write for industry & answered
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Public Speaking

Two-thirds of agencies speak publicly for a prospective audience 
(as opposed to peer based).  They generally speak five times or less 
per year and rarely spend more than 10 hours preparing the 
content.  Compensation is only accepted by almost three out of 
ten.

Represents questions 72-76
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

No
34%

Yes
66%

Does Public 
Speaking
Base=244 answering

Attendees
Base=158 who publicly 
speak & answered

82%
Prospects

18%
Peers

Fewer than 5

5 to 10

10 to 15

15 + 2%

5%

20%

72%

Number of 
Engagements Per Year
Base=159 who publicly 
speak & answered

Only 29% are actually compensated 
for their public speaking

Compensation  
Base=156 who publicly speak & answered

Weekly 58% spend five hours or less with 
another 29% spending 5-10 hours 
preparing content

Hours on Content  
Base=159 who publicly speak & answered
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Field Expertise
• Just over half feel their firm is 

considered to be an expert within a 
specific field.  These areas range from 
various marketing needs (branding, 
positioning, online marketing, digital, 
direct marketing, etc.) and also span 
a wide range of industries (i.e. 
healthcare, construction, non-profit, 
education, public relations, etc.)

Represents questions 9

“Though it isn’t all we do, we 
are considered the local experts 
in Political Campaign 
management and 
communications

We market ourselves as experts 
in Employee engagement, 
Brand Identity, CSR…”

No
45%

Yes
55%

Considered as Field Expert
Base=299 answering

• However, among those that do not 
feel they are an expert in their 
field, it may be intentional as some 
comments touch on localized 
expertise while mentioning a 
broader set of capabilities at the 
same time.
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Web Marketing Expertise

The majority are comfortable leading clients in their digital strategy 
and more than half feel they are considered to be web marketing 
experts.  In fact, almost two-thirds report having new prospects 
contact their firm regarding web marketing work.

Represents questions 98, 106, 107
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

No
16% Yes

84%

Comfortable Leading 
Digital Strategy
Base=238 answering

No
43%

Yes
57%

Considered Web 
Marketing Experts
Base=241 answering

No
36%

Yes
64%

New Prospects Contact Firm
Regarding Web Marketing Work
Base=240 answering



Detailed Findings
Client and Work Challenges
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Client and Work Challenges

• Establishing the value proposition is an ongoing struggle many express 
with regard to web development.

Educating clients on the value we bring and add. And overcoming their price 
objections.
Explaining the value/cost of a good website
Selling the benefits to clients and the costs associated with web development and 
design. They perceive it can be done for under $2K - $3K

• External partners continue to be a challenge as some hope to internalize 
those needs in the future.

Flaky outside developers who don't pay attention to deadlines. Hoping to pull it all in 
house soon.

• Keeping up with industry changes and trends are top of mind and a 
concern for many firms as well.

Learning all the new stuff, especially CMS
Keeping up with new technology.
Keeping up with trends / creating Standard Operating Procedures since things 
are always changing

Represents question 108



Detailed Findings
Gaining New Business
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Pitches and RFPs

• Although most are willing to spend up to $5,000 on a pitch, only 
a quarter say they regularly pitch free ideas in order to win work.  

• Two-thirds of agencies are responding to five RFPs per year or 
less.

No
75%

Yes
25%

Regularly Pitch 
Free Ideas to 
Win Work
Base=231 answering

Represents questions 109-111
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

$1-5K

$5-10K

$10-25K

$25K + 5%

4%

11%

80%

Amount Willing 
to Spend 
on a Pitch
Base=193 answering

Fewer than 5

5 to 10

10 to 20

20 to 30

30 + 2%

1%

12%

24%

61%

Number of RFPs
Respond to per 
Year
Base=233 answering
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Finding New Business

Firms report that new business generally comes in as a result of 
the prospect contacting the firm rather than the firm finding the 
prospect.  There is little cold calling involved, overall.

We find them
26%

They find us
74%

Finding New Business Prospects
Base=235 answering

Represents questions 112, 113

No
74%

Yes
26%

Make Cold Calls
Base=236 answering
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Outlook on Marketing and Effective Channel

Although referrals are the most effective channel for marketing 
followed by (at a distance) networking, marketing is typically 
viewed as a cost center among agencies.

Profit Center
32%

Cost Center
68%

Marketing a Cost or Profit Center
Base=241 answering

Represents questions 77, 78
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

Most Effective Marketing Channel
Base=241 answering

Referrals

Networking

Website

Other

Social media

Trade shows

Cold calls

Printed materials

Paid Ads-Online

Paid Ads-Print 0%

0%

1%

2%

2%

4%

5%

8%

23%

59%
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Agency Management Software Platform

Less than half use a comprehensive agency management software 
platform currently.  Among those that are, nearly two-thirds appear 
to be happy with their software and do not prefer to use another 
package instead.  Typically, Workamajig is the platform used.*

Represents questions 13-15
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding
* Open ended data un-coded but is available in a separate Excel file

No
58%

Yes
42%

Use Software Platform
Base=299 answering

Offsite
30% Onsite

70%

Satisfied with Platform
Base=118 using platform & 
answering

No
82%

Yes
18%

Prefer Using 
Another Platform
Base=104 using platform &  answering
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CRM Application

• Agencies are evenly split in their usage of a CRM application.  
Among those using it, generally between one and three employees 
will use it and firms claim to have about the same number of seats.  

• The software application used is typically either Highrise or 
Salesforce.*

No
48%

Yes
52%

1 to 3 3 to 5 5 to 10 10 +

191413

54

1389

69

# People in Firm Using CRM (Base=119)
# of Seats (Base=116)

Currently Use a CRM Application
Base=231 answering

Represents questions 116-119
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding
* Open ended data un-coded but is available in a separate Excel file

Number of Employees Using CRM and Seats
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CRM Application

• Satisfaction with agencies’ CRM application is high with the majority 
of users feeling it is an important part of sales and marketing.  

• The two are highly correlated with one another and if satisfaction 
increased further, it is likely to expect that more would view it as an 
integral part simultaneously.

No
28%

Yes
72%

Satisfaction with CRM Application
Base=115 using CRM & answering

Represents questions 120-121

No
33%

Yes
67%

CRM Viewed as Integral Part 
of Sales/Marketing System
Base=116 using CRM & answering

There is a strong relationship 
between satisfaction and 
those viewing the CRM 
application as critical

Among those that are happy 
with their CRM application, 83% 

view it as an integral part
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CRM Application

Although firms reporting being having adequate to dismal use of the 
CRM application, there is little usage of third party lead scoring and/
or marketing automation applications.

No
91%

Yes
9%

Use 3rd Party Lead Scoring
Base=118 using CRM & answering

Represents questions 124-125
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

Advanced

Good

Adequate

Dismal 34%

40%

23%

2%

Level of Firms CRM Use
Base=119 using CRM & answering
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CRM Application

CRM is largely used to keep track of contact information, activities, 
and potential opportunities.  Some agencies report using third party 
applications to integrate with CRM for email or mass email usage.

Contact Information

Activities

Opportuntiy Pipeline

Marketing Campaigns

Revenue Forecast 24%

29%

69%

78%

93%

CRM Used to Track…
Base=120 using CRM & answering

Represents questions 122-123
Note:  Numbers may not add to 100% due to rounding

3rd Party Applications 
Integrated with CRM for…
Base=120 using CRM & answering

Email

Mass Email Application

Website Analytics and/or CMS

Social Media Sources

Other 4%

13%

13%

31%

43%



To review these survey results in more detail, visit:
www.newfangled.com/2012surveyfindings

To subscribe to Newfangled’s newsletter, visit:
www.newfangled.com/signup

To subscribe to the Recourses newsletter, visit:
www.recourses.com/resources

To subscribe to the Win Without Pitching newsletter, visit:
www.winwithoutpitching.com/resources/subscribe.php

http://www.newfangled.com/2012surveyfindings
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